Abstract-Singular
Introduction
This section introduces the hanger stretcher and aligner matrices. Any matrix can be written as the product of hanger, stricter and an aligner matrix. A 2D perpendicular frame consists of perpendicular circular unit vector which can be specified by an angle . As an example consider the unit vectors 1 . . 2 = 0 Using these two perpendicular vectors as column or rows we can define respective hanger or the aligner matrix
Hanger Matrices
The hanger matrix determined by = cos 2 + sin 2 + Set the angle for the matrix H to = 2 Consider the ellipse = 2 = 1.5
In parametric form ∴ This means that ( ) units in the direction of (1, 0) and units in the direction of (0,1). 
Diagonal matrices X-Y-streching
Consider the diagonalmatrix = 3 0 0 2 which multiplying every point of the unit circle given of parametric form, the result is shown in fig 2.
Where it can be seen that all measurements along the X-axis have been stretching by a factor of 3(the X stretch factor ) and all measuring matrix along the Y-axis by a factor of 2 the Y stretch factor ) To invert stretcher matrix D
SVD Application
The SVD analyses enhance the teaching of linear algebra concepts and it is explain the definition of the matrix on a curve when the inverse of a matrix does not exists.
Theorem:
The image of the unit circle in ℝ 2 by an invertible 2 × 2 matrix is an ellipse with center at the origin.
Proof Denote the invertible matrix by = , − ≠ 0 (2.1.1)
The equation of this set , space is This quadratic equation describes the image of the unit circle so is a bounded closed curve. As a quadratic curve it is a conic section or a degenerate section.That is an ellipse, hyperbola, parabola or degenerated form, a line, two lines, a point, or empty. Since the set contains an infinite number of points(M is a one to one and the circle is infinite) and is compact M is continuous and the circle is compact) the only candidate is ellipse. After mutipling the unit circle in time the matrix M we obtain an ellipse Let . ,
Matrix action on a curve

Fig 3
The product of aligned 2 . { , } is a circle To pass through all the points. The generalization of the linear least square problem is to take a linear combination of the form { 1 , 2 , … ( )} where 1 , 2 , … are functions of x whose degree are 0, 1,… n-1 ∴ = 1 1 + ⋯ . . + ( ). The best approximation is given by a linear combination of the function is the one for which the residual − ( ) are smallest. We take the quantity ( −
=1
The problem of fitting a polynomial of degree n-1 can be written as We can now uniquely solve = for = 1,2, …
To reduce this expression to its minimum value, the solution to the least square is obtained for = = Examples 1. The population contain town is shown in the following 
Conclusion
The singular value decomposition is nearly hundred years old.For the case of square matrices,it was discovered independently by Beltrami in 1873 and Jordan in 1874.
The technique was extended to rectangular matrices by Eckart and Young in the year 1930. SVD of a matrix is still not widely used in education. This paper may useful for the further application of SVD.
